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Riding on the wave of deep tech investments in Singapore, earlier this year we

Our work with the exceptional founders that are part of our Tribe is never done.

launched the IoT Tribe Deeptech Accelerator programme in partnership with

For the IoT Tribe SG Deeptech Accelerator Programme 2020 cohort, there are a

Enterprise Singapore on the Global Innovation Alliance.

further 6 months of follow-on support. For the wider Tribe alumni, we continue to
provide access to opportunities that will help them scale further. We look forward

Over the past 12 weeks, IoT Tribe has accelerated 11 deeptech startups pioneering
technologies across various areas including artificial intelligence, internet of

to showcasing some of them today and hope that you will enjoy hearing about
their businesses, as much as we have enjoyed supporting them.

things, industry 4.0, drones, big data, robotics, cyber security, smart sensors, to
serve a variety of sectors including industry, energy, transportation, automotive,

We would like to take this opportunity to thank the team at IoT Tribe, all of our

manufacturing, construction, banking and finance, healthcare, hospitality,

partners, workshop leaders and mentors, but particularly Enterprise Singapore,

agriculture and smart cities.

without whom our Singapore Deeptech Accelerator Programme would not have
been possible.

Whether you are an investor looking for deal flow or a corporate looking to

Tanya Suarez

Valerie Lim

future potential with you. Today’s event represents the culmination of intensive

CEO

Head of Programmes, Singapore

work with the start-ups, taking an in-depth look at their products, their markets

IoT Tribe

IoT Tribe

expand your offerings, we are looking forward to sharing their achievements and

and their investment needs.

Congratulations to the inaugural cohort of startups for completing the

Singapore is also home to over 100 incubators/accelerators, 150 VCs and

Singapore Deep Tech Accelerator Programme. Over the past 12 weeks,

7,000 MNCs. Over the past 2 years, we have established strong networks

you have demonstrated tremendous discipline, resolve and agility to

and connections across 13 cities through GIA. We hope you will use

complete the course and adapted well to the hybrid online-offline model

Singapore as a base and leverage on our GIA network to scale your

necessitated by our current environment.

The Singapore Deep Tech Accelerator programme under the Global
Innovation Alliance (GIA) initiative is a good platform for participating
startups from both Singapore and other countries to forge new global
connections, while tapping Singapore’s networks and position as the

businesses regionally and globally.

I will also like to acknowledge the fantastic work of our partner, IoT Tribe,
for planning and executing such a well-curated programme, as well as
the mentors and partners for helping to groom the next generation of
Deep Tech leaders in Asia.

Global-Asia node for Innovation. This is especially crucial during the current
pandemic as startups need to evolve and keep pace with the changing
needs of the global economic landscape.

Jonathan Lim
Director of Global Innovation Network
Enterprise Singapore

ATOMBRUSH

1 www.atombrush.com

k hafiz@atombrush.com

Wall-climbing swarm robots for construction, to
augment worker capabilities
AtomBrush is designing & building the world’s 1st wall-climbing robots(cheaper than
smartphones) for construction. Using our patent-pending technology, we aim to solve 3
fundamental problems in the industry - shortage of skilled workers, low worker productivity &
worker safety.
Within construction, we are 1st building robots for painting. With Computer Vision, the robots
augment the worker’s skill to increase productivity by up to 12X, cut costs between 30-80% &
reduce the time spent on site - much needed especially in a post-COVID world. We also plan
to tackle other areas like surface preparation, cleaning, remote monitoring etc.
We are tackling a massive market, with $300 Billion spent on labor every year. Our traction
has been solid, with strong interest across 7 countries, 5 LOIs & paid pilots. We have
agreements with 3 global top 10 construction firms & a verbal commitment with a global top
3 paint company.
We are raising SG$400k to scale the MVP & fund our GTM. 15% of the round has been
committed and we’re also looking to supplement it with government grants. Since we’ve
managed to keep our BOM really low, we can be really capital efficient & grow fast- with ~ 10
paying corporate customers by Q4 & increased commercialisation, we plan to raise a followon round by Q2 ’21.

© IoT Tribe 2020

Founders

Hafiz Nadirshah CEO
Hafiz (Comp Sci Engineer + MBA), CEO, worked for 6+ years at Asian Paints, where he’s
experienced the problem first hand. There he grew the automation products portfolio
to $MM from scratch & knows the customers’ requirements & motivations pretty well.
He has successfully started 2 companies before, in the e-commerce & food tech space.

Abheek Bose CTO
Abheek (Mechanical Engineer + Master’s in Robotics), CTO, has over 12 years’ experience
in Robotics. He has built 2 companies before & exited his previous robotics startup. He is
also an SME for a top management consulting firm.

AVIRTECH

1 www.avirtech.co

k info@avirtech.co

Agriculture technology company revolutionizing
crop intelligence
Avirtech provides crop intelligence including plantation control systems for monitoring site
conditions through aerial and ground information, such as topography, crop health, soil
quality, rainfall and farm operations activity and other processes important for production
cycles.
We seek to solve the problem of crop waste and weak sustainability in the agriculture
industry by establishing data collection infrastructure with our solution in an industry that is
worth over US$94b.
Through digitalising farm assets and enabling data driven insights, Avirtech accelerates
precision agriculture, yield prediction and micro-insurance, automating compliance to
international sustainability standards. Avirtech has grown from 2 founders to an 80-person
team over 3 years with some of the largest plantations in the world as customers. We are
looking to raise US$3m in our Series A round and partners to transform the industry with us.
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Founders

Rendy Ferixsen THE CEO
Rendy is a technologist with over 23 years of IT experience, an APICTA 2007 & 2013
winner. Design & develop multi award winning iMillenia Billing and RingEmail push
mail solutions. As a serial entrepreneur with proven track record, Rendy was awarded
Singapore MDA i.Jam Reload Tier-1 & Tier-2 and successfully built tech companies,
most recently with a multi-million valuation and employing over 80 staff. Rendy holds
specialist diploma in Business Intelligence, a Computer Science degree and an MBA
from UTS, Sydney.

Wilson ONG WeiZheng COO
Wilson is a drone enthusiast with financial background, holding a double major
in Accountancy and Law from SMU. His fintech startup, Stockflock, was the first
company awarded by ACE grant with a successful exit and is currently running
Avirtech, an Agritech startup with over 80 brilliant minds working together.

Terry MULIJANA CTO
Terry has over 18 years of software, web and mobile apps development. An innately
talented developer, he constantly tinkers with IoT, sensors and smart hardware. A
winner of INAICTA 2013 awards, over the years Terry has developed many B2C and
B2B enterprise systems. Terry is frequently invited to speak at different universities
and lecture on latest technologies. Terry holds a Computer Science degree from Bina
Nusantara University, a top rated technology university in Indonesia

MERACLE

1 www.meraclehealth.com

k rachel@meraclehealth.com

Improving the management and outcomes of
chronic respiratory conditions, including asthma
and COVID-19
Meracle aims to harness digital technology to optimize respiratory therapy. The Whizz
improves the management of chronic respiratory conditions by increasing the efficiency of
medication delivered into the lungs while tracking intake data to augment the assessment of
treatment outcomes.
We have conducted trials at National University Hospital (NUH), showing patients
overcoming the hurdles in compliance and technique with positive response rate, resulting
in improved asthma control and reduced symptoms. We are ready for product launch and
are preparing to complete safety and quality tests to support regulatory approval from Health
Science Authority (Singapore) and CE Mark (Europe).
339 million people have asthma globally, where 70% of patients have poor control resulting in
exacerbation of symptoms and hospitalization. The Whizz is the only solution in the market
that addresses technique and compliance at the same time. Regular spacers do not offer any
feedback, and while smart inhalers help to monitor compliance; tracking is a non sequitur if
medication is not delivered correctly in the first place.
Meracle are raising a Seed round of US$500k to support regulatory activities and approval.
We are also keen to connect with distributors, healthcare institutions and pharmaceutical
companies to partner for market entry.
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Founders

Victor Loh CEO
Victor Loh (CEO) was the founding partner and former managing director of Vicplas
International Ltd and Forefront Medical Technology (FMT) Pte Ltd. He worked alongside
the renowned anesthetist, Dr Archie Brain and spearheaded the development and
mass production of LMA’s patented Unique and Supreme Laryngeal mask airway,
establishing FMT as the sole manufacturer for global market distribution. Victor also
successfully listed 3 companies into the Singapore stock exchange.

Melvin Loh COO
Melvin Loh (COO) led and managed the innovation and commercialization of medical
devices with 11 successfully licensed as Director of Medical Engineering Research and
Commercialization Initiative (MERCI) at the National University of Singapore (NUS). He
drove innovation in strategic areas such as digital health solutions and functional aging
and secured competitive research grants worth over SG$30mil. Prior to MERCI, Melvin
had quality management system and operational experience in manufacturing, having
set up manufacturing plants in Singapore and China.

Rachel Hong CTO
Rachel Hong (CTO) drove the product development team in the design and creation
of novel devices for various applications from vascular and gastrointestinal implants to
wearable technology at MERCI, NUS. She led multi disciplinary engineering teams in
managing a portfolio of over 21 medical device projects and initiated interdisciplinary
collaboration between clinicians from the School of Medicine with institutions
(A*Star, NUS, SUTD) and companies (Fujitsu, Covidien). She is also highly proficient in
intellectual property matters as well as regulatory affairs.

MOAAH

1 www.moaah.com

k yunsilchu@moaah.com

Modularised and customised ERP and Business
Productivity Solution for enterprises and SMEs
The biggest risks in implementing an ERP solution are rigid mechanism, lack of accessibility,
missing details, costly changes and lack of scalability. One solution to all these are
customisation, but customisation for an ERP solution is extremely costly, hence not easily
considered by both enterprises and SMEs.
Moaah solves this problem by offering a customisable and modularised ERP solution, that is
developed faster and cheaper. We do this by modularising our backend solutions in nodes,
and focusing on user-centric UI/UX with our proprietary FELite codes.
Currently, we have developed a number of modules with our methodology, such as CRM,
automated Order Management System, Forecast Analytics based on customers’ behavioural
patterns, and digitalisation of contracts with machine learning capabilities.
We are currently developing a POC prototype for a EU country’s port authority , which is scale
neutral, vendor-neutral DLT data exchange for “en-route tradable” bulk cargo trading, with
our partnering company, CloudyBoss.
We are also in talks with a number of top law firms, and logistic company in Singapore to
pilot our document automation solution with machine learning capability to auto-cluster
documents based on customisable variables.
Our 2020 goal is to develop as many solutions in the logistics, E&C, SCM and legal industry sectors
(either POC or implementation) to continue to build our assets. We look forward to hearing from
any partners who would like to develop an ERP & productivity solution to digitalise and automate
their operations with predictive analytics and machine learning capabilities.
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Founders

Chu Yun Sil CEO
Chu Yun Sil, CEO. A lawyer qualified in New York, with working experience in
international law firms handling disputes in the E&C and SCM industries. Experienced
in working in family business for more than 5 years in wholesale and distribution of
consumer products in Korea and Singapore.

Josiah Fan CTO
Josiah Fan, CTO. A youth entrepreneur currently exploring the utilization of technology
to further commercial industries. Alongside this he hopes to inspire the youth of today
to build a better tomorrow.

MYRLABS

1 www.myrlabs.com

k g@myrlabs.com

Server-less positioning system for fast-moving
robots and indoor applications
MyrLabs is an A*STAR spin-off that creates next-generation robot technologies. In 2022,
the IFR estimates that 712,000 (+59% YoY growth) new service robots would be deployed in
the market. With current tech, these robots are likely to be remain slow and constrained to
purpose-designed areas.
Our NaviStar positioning system aims to change that with its centimeter-level accuracy, 20Hz
update rate, and server-free operation. With NaviStar, robots are freed from their fixed paths,
can move at high speeds, and can operate in complex areas with glass and human+robot
crowds. This means that NaviStar-equipped robots will be able to operate in non-traditional
areas, unlock new robot use cases, and achieve higher productivity than their non-NaviStar
equipped counterparts.
MyrLabs has recently secured several commercially funded projects, are currently in the
process of applying for radio certification in Singapore, and are in government-facilitated
discussions to deploy their technology locally.
We are currently raising a Seed round of SGD$1 million. The round is 50% committed with
Singapore-based and government-linked investors, and we are looking for a well-connected
partner to guide us as we expand into new markets outside of Singapore.
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Founders

Gabriel Yee Founder & Managing Director
Gabriel graduated from the Singapore Management University had his first job out
of graduation at A*STAR, a statutory board under the Singapore Government that
performs R&D for Singapore companies. At A*STAR, he started out working with IBM
and Infineon to develop models that simulate and predict the effects of supply chain
disruptions. After that, he led research teams to create technologies to enable nextgen IoT and indoor robots. Gabriel’s work has been featured on Channel News Asia’s
Challenge Tomorrow series, was involved in the realization of A*STAR’s Model Factory
@ SIMTech, and have technologies that are actively being commercialized by A*STAR.

Edmund Heng Co-founder
Edmund is a Computer Science graduate from the Nanyang Technological University.
He was invited to join A*STAR after an internship stint under Gabriel to create AI logic
for serious business games. As a member of Gabriel’s research team in A*STAR, he
helped create the real-time, highly scalable IoT infrastructure that was proved in the
VR and indoor drone projects, and was eventually realized in A*STAR’s Model Factory
@ SIMTech.

Heng Wee Ping Co-founder
Wee Ping is an Electrical and Electronics Engineering graduate from the Nanyang
Technological University. With proven experiences in electronics design and robot
control, he was recruited to join Gabriel’s research team on indoor robotics. As a
member of Gabriel’s research team in A*STAR, he was instrumental in creating the
indoor robots and drones that made use of real-time communications present
in A*STAR’s Model Factory @ SIMTech. Together with Gabriel, Wee Ping is the key
person that conceptualized the mathematical foundations of MyrLabs’ positioning
technology.

PHONE PASS

1 www.phone-pass.com

k shantanu@phonepass.com.au

Device-specific biometric security to prevent
unauthorised transactions for regulated industry
players
Phone Pass Pty Ltd is an early-stage cybersecurity company in Canberra, Australia that
addresses the problem of digital and online fraud. Despite solutions such as digital
certificates, one-time-passwords and hard and software tokens, this problem still costs the
global economy over US$550 billion in both direct and indirect cost per year.
Phone Pass was specifically founded to solve this problem. Our team of cyber security
professionals counts over one hundred years of cumulative experience, including computer
hardware analytics, secure software development, rocketry and business and consumer
cyber security. Members of our team have previously taken start-ups to successful exit.
Our patent-pending technology uniquely identifies and tracks digital devices of all types,
allowing us to us build online trust for hardware exactly the same way biometrics can be used
to build trust for humans. We use unchangeable remnants of the hardware manufacturing
process to identify devices, authenticate transactions and prevent potentially billions of
dollars in losses.
We have completed the 30-month International Phase of Patenting. We are finalists for
the Gartner’s 2021 cool vendor report. We have two letters of intent signed so far. We are in
advanced talks with others.
We are looking for USD 2.5 Million of seed funding so we can deliver OKRs in Product
development, Scaling and Customer acquisition.
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Founders

Denis Jorgensen Chairman and CEO
Denis has worked in the IT industry for thirty years. His career has been a blend of
operational, managerial, board entrepreneurial roles, with a strong focus on delivering
cyber security and managed services to both consumer and enterprise market
segments. In operational roles he has built and led teams of up to 250 staff that
deliver cyber security, cloud, infrastructure and professional services to customers
bases up to 120,000 strong. As a manager he has worked in senior roles with full
financial accountability for budgets of over $50 million per annum at current value,
and led the operational component of a number of successful business mergers and
acquisitions. He has served as a director a number of times, overseeing successful
(and unsuccessful) businesses. As an entrepreneur he has started or been involved in
a number of business from an early stage. In 2015, as CEO and executive director, he
managed the sale of his then business to an Australian publicly listed entity. He holds
Bachelor’s degrees in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, and a Masters of
Business Administration. He currently co-founder of Phone Pass Pty Ltd, and a cofounder of a boutique consultancy specialising in Defence ICT.

Shantanu Bhattacharya Director and CTO
Shantanu is a serial innovator and has more than 25 years of experience inventing and
developing large cyber security solutions. Shantanu is a Co-Founder, Director, NonExecutive Director, Chief Technology Officer and Enterprise Architect with over eighteen
years of executive and board level experience across the public and commercial sectors
with particular expertise in information technology, healthcare and defence industries.
In an executive capacity, Shantanu is a Co-Founder, Director and Chief Technology Officer
with Phone Pass, where he is leading product development and contributing to strategic
investment opportunities. He is also Fujitsu Australia’s Enterprise Architect, where he
is providing expert technology services and advice to various federal agencies and
internally, on the cloud, security and data analytics strategies. Before this, he was a Senior
Consulting Architect with The Architecture Practice, where he led the development of
strategic service-oriented architecture across the Department of Defence platforms.
Shantanu has a Master of Computer Science, is a Member of the Australian Institute
of Company Directors having completed Foundations of Directorship course and has
completed the Directors Pipeline program, selected through a rigorous process.

PSION INSIGHTS

1 www.psioninsights.com

k jason.wells@psioninsights.com

Operations, risk, issues and incident
management platform with deep technology and
big data at its core
Operational Risk Management Made Smarter
What we do The Psion Insights Platform incorporates a front-line digital assistant, automation,
predictive analytics, decision support, reporting and monitoring into a unified suite of applications.
Less Work, Deeper Understanding and More Insights
Who do we help We enable success for any business that faces significant operational risk,
operates in a regulated industry or must protect its reputation. Psion Insights helps a company to
excel in the toughest of operating conditions.
Why now Robust resilience is more important than ever before, and businesses need to excel
in execution, maximise optimisation and reduce costs. In 2010 the Deepwater Horizon disaster
occurred creating a devastating impact on people, livelihoods and BP’s reputation. It is estimated
that the final cost to BP could be almost 140 billion USD, Halliburton 1 billion and Transocean 211
million USD. In April 2020, there were nearly 190 million USD of losses in the Financial Services
industry related to operational risk. Businesses still have a lot more to do to become resilient.
How we help
· We surface, capture and amplify operational data signals through our products and a customer’s
technology
· We deliver smarter recommendations and decision support quickly into the hands of front-line
teams and to the desktops of management
· We discover insights and generate predictive intelligence that enhances leadership decisions
safeguarding operations now and creating new opportunities for success
· We embed operational culture measurement into our platform and recognise and reward those
who demonstrate behaviours that build success
· We help you create operational excellence, maximise optimisation, and build strong resilience
while reducing cost and using resources efficiently and effectively.
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Founders

Jason Wells CEO
Jason has 30 years of leadership & experience that spans operations, risk, issues and
incidents in the public and private sector.
A diverse career included:
• Operational risk COO and other global head roles in Tier 1 banks with specialisations
in financial crime, technology and cyber security. During that time, he led three
organisation-wide risk transformation programmes covering all aspects of the
operating model.
• Head of corporate security & intellectual property protection across multiple Middle
East countries.
• UK military attaché in Syria, head of a British Special Forces intelligence team during a
17-year career in the UK military.
• Former owner of a web development company
• Mentor of startups in the UK with a focus on product and market risks in the B2B market
• APAC representative of a specialist UK cyber security business
Academically Jason has achieved:
• Honours degree in Information Technology
• Qualified cyber security professional
• Postgraduate diploma in Security & Risk Management
• Postgraduate diploma in Anti Money Laundering
• Diploma in Digital Marketing

Felixander Loetama CTO
Felixander is responsible for Psion Insights technical architecture and strategy. He
has extensive software product development and delivery experience, with a focus in
Agile Web and object orientated programming.
Prior to this he has worked for a large media company with Singapore Press Holdings
and various startups in the region. He is an avid software engineer who has worked
in multi-cultural environments that help turn a broad spectrum of ideas into reality.
Outside work he is the lead instructor for Software Engineering with a global training
organisation.

RISIKOTEK

1 www.risikotek.com, www.risiko.ai

k elke.biechele@risikotek.com

Financial crime intelligence software for the
protection of individuals, public and private
sectors
RisikoTek is a Regtech | PoliceTech data analytics intelligence company. Our system AMALIA
is using AI for the detection of financial crime in protection of all industry segments.
$5 trillion of financial crime is everywhere! Individuals as well as businesses and government
agencies need to defend themselves against financial crime. Globally very few solutions
provide a comprehensive approach and those that exist are expensive and hard to use.
AMALIA is unique because it integrates subject matter expertise, data and an easy to use
artificial intelligence engine cutting investigation time to a fraction while increasing the
depth of insights.
AMALIA can help identify terrorist links, counterfeit medication syndicates, illicit import and
export trails, money laundering methods and parallel networks in off-shore tax havens, and
even detect the criminals who cheat elderly people out of their life savings.
RisikoTek has 1 global contract with recurring revenue signed and 5 LOIs in progress,
amongst it a large software company for partnership. Currently raising a $2.5M seed round.
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Founders

Elke Biechele CEO
Elke Biechele is a former senior level banker with experience in Credit Risk and
Financial Crime data analytics. She is a serial entrepreneur with 3 previous exits. As
innovative creator and compassionate leader she has a strong track record of delivery.
She recently won the “Women of the Future kindness and leadership award 2020”
and is featured in StartupCity as top 10 Startups in Singapore. She regularly speaks at
global security conferences such as at Interpol and is a guest lecturer at Singapore
based universities.

Richard Carrick CIO
Richard Carrick is a senior level former banker who led the APAC Anti-Financial Crime
division at a global bank. He is a subject matter expert who frequently presents as
key-note speaker at global conferences and is a well-respected thought leader in
the industry. He developed his own proprietary, tested and proven financial crime
investigation methodology. He trains Interpol and financial institutions on financial
crime methods and he is also a Board Member of Crime Stoppers International.

SENZEHUB

1 www.senzehub.com

k gheng@senzehub.com

Enterprise monitoring of multi-users vital signs in
healthtech and medtech
Vitals signs is universally accepted and medically adopted in healthcare, as the main
indicator of essential human body functions. Recorded readings are of significance as early
warning signals. SenzeHub has the capability to monitor on a large scale multi-users health
and well-being is needed for early alerts.
Since early 2019 have completed proof-of-concept POC and full development, backed by
Singtel, Enterprise Singapore and IPI. Our differentiator is the solution with our IP addresses
B2B and B2B2C, with deployment in a government agency.
Presently at seed stage, and seeking $1M to scale faster.
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Founder

George Heng CEO
George, CEO comes from a background of strategy consulting with Accenture,
financial services with Visa International and Citibank as VP and also technology with
Oracle Asia-Pacific and Citrix Systems.

SMARTBEINGS

1 www.smartbeings.com

k himanshu@smartbeings.com

Enhancing customer experience and saving
operational costs using a contactless & secure
Voice-Assistant for Enterprises
SmartBeings Inc. is the creator of WooHoo®, an award-winning Voice-AI Assistant for Enterprises.
Unlike other consumer Voice Assistants, WooHoo® focuses on Customer Privacy, Customization,
and is based on an Enterprise architecture. Using the WooHoo® platform, Enterprise can now
securely deploy and manage hundreds of WooHoo® A.I. devices in its domain. The platform is
based on Voice as a Service (VaaS), which has more than 40 pre-built Enterprise Apps that can
be deployed instantly for various 3rd party system integrations. Our A.I. based tools provide data
analytics & customer behaviour insights to help an Enterprise improve their operations and
customer services. WooHoo® is trusted by some of the world’s top brands in Hospitality (for
enhancing the guest experience and upselling other hotel services) & Workplace (Office Assistant
and Video conferencing solution).
We have recently introduced our ‘WooHoo®’ Voice Assistant for Health & Senior Care. With the
current Covid-19 situation, there is a growing need for contactless solutions like personal digital
Voice Assistants, Telehealth devices with an instant option of Video consultation with certified
Doctors, and Remote Patient Video Monitoring solutions, especially for Covid19 quarantine and
recovery patients. SmartBeings Inc., in co-innovation with HARMAN, has created ‘WooHoo® for
Healthcare’ combining all 3 features into one complete solution.
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Founder

Himanshu Kaul CEO
Himanshu is a Silicon-Valley specialist with 18 years of experience in building and
scaling startups and leading innovation in fortune 100 companies. He used to be
the Global Head of Strategy for Cloud Transformation at SAP where he built and led
the growth strategy for Cloud business and transformed its key accounts to move to
cloud. Prior to that he has also worked with Oracle corporation and Bentley.

WEAVAIR

1 www.weavair.com

k natalia@weavair.com

Proactive solution that prevents the spread
of contamination and infection, ensuring
comprehensive regulation compliance, while
reducing operation costs
For managers of buildings and vehicle fleets, WeavAir offers an IoT solution, composed of
advanced sensor technology and predictive AI software based on artificial intelligence that
prevents the spread of contamination and infection, ensuring OH&S and comprehensive
regulation compliance. Different from competitor solutions which lack the ability to identify
and prevent critical issues, WeavAir offers 95% accuracy and continuous proactive data-driven
solutions for air ventilation system health and efficiency, delivering early intervention and
predictive maintenance for critical assets, saving money, lives and reputations.
Addressing a $45B IoT Safety and Security market opportunity, WeavAir was founded in
2017 and has rapidly expanded across 6 international points of presence (partner locations)
with subsidiary operations in South Korea, Hong Kong and Singapore. WeavAir team
has a combined 30-year track record in industry and consists of seasoned international
entrepreneurs, data scientists and leading academic researchers in the field of artificial
intelligence, engineering systems, and air quality from top universities in Canada, US and
South Korea. The company is a winner of the Clean50 Top Project, Enactus Canada Award,
Le Monde Smart City Award, Mobile World Congress IoT/WT Innovation World Cup, Audi Lab
Award, Schneider Electric Award and UN WeGo Smart City Secretary General’s award.
WeavAir is raising $2.5M to support order fulfilment, operations expansion and integrations.
We are interested in connecting with distributors, real estate developers and managers,
healthcare institutions as well as food processing and logistics companies to partner on
market entry.
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Founders

Natalia Mykhaylova CEO
Natalia has a business and technology background. She has a PhD In Chemical
Engineering, BASc in Chemistry as well as design background. She has 10 years’
experience with sensor and IoT product development as well as product manufacturing
from concept to tested product at scale. She also has experience with analytics,
algorithms and data processing. She founded companies in Canada, South Korea and
Hong Kong. She worked in business development in these geographies as well as in
Taiwan, Chile, Netherlands and Austria and has direct connection with customers across
industry sectors, particularly in traditional industries like real estate and HVAC system
solutions. She has experience with sales and adapting tech for industrial, healthcare,
commercial and transportation systems. She has been named Corporate Knights Top 30
Under 30 in Sustainability, Clean Top 50 Emerging Leaders and received over 15 awards.

Hyeonsuk Lim CMO
Hyeonsuk Lim has extensive 15 years of work experiences as specialist of International &
Government Affairs, Communication, Marketing and Business Development. She studied
Computer Science, and International Business Management for her two bachelor’s
degrees from Korean universities. She worked for VANK, a cyber diplomatic organization,
where she led national and international public campaigns with Korean ministries and
companies, leading it to win 4 presidential awards and National Assembly Awards. She
studied International Affairs for her Master’s degree at Fletcher School in US, earned the
certificate of management productivity from Cornell University, and certificate of KAIST
Social Entrepreneur Business Management Program. She worked as a specialist of public
communication and marketing at Presidential Committee on Young Generation and
worked as international consultant for global companies and international organizations
to help their market entry and expand their presence to Korean market.

Julie Huber COO
Julie is a Bachelor of Commerce grad from University of Toronto. She has experience
in product operations analysis and financial model development. She worked in
financial risk assessment industry for the last 5 years and has over 5 years additional
experience in financial industry

IoT Tribe is an ecosystem builder. At the heart of our activities is our equity-free acceleration programmes that
provide technology startups with the opportunity to build their products, test the market and raise funds for future growth.
Headquartered in London, and with hubs in Madrid and Singapore, as well as a global network of partners,
IoT Tribe is building sustainable global technology ecosystems by helping startups and corporates to work together.

London

Madrid

Singapore

singapore@iottribe.org
www.iottribe.org

C D E

The legal part: The contents of this brochure are for general information purposes only and do not constitute advice. While we have taken care to try to avoid misrepresentation,
neither IoT Tribe, nor our partners make any claim as to the accuracy, completeness or currentness of the contents. It should not be construed as advice or an invitation to conduct
investment activity. Prospective investors should seek appropriate advice before investing. The value of investments can go down as well as up. You may not get back what you
originally invested. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Investments in new businesses are highly speculative and carry high risks.

